
G799: Treadmill SK7990 

    Motor: Quiet, reliable 6 HP AC motor
   Lubrication not necessary. Thanks to HST Phenolic Wax The SK Line Treadmills include a revolutionary
combination of belt and deck with HST Phenolic wax unique on the market that provides a maintenance
free system, and eliminates the need of lubrication during 2 years.
    Stable surface structure without a floor or wall anchors. Aluminium and sturdy oval section steel tube
ST52. Aluminium side sections and non-slip rubber footrests.

    Speed sensor: a magnetic sensor that guarantees over any inconveniences.
    Flywheel: 5 kg / 11 lbs balanced flywheel with two fans to cool down the motor.

 Constant tension system of the running surface.
    Central elevation system: Provides maximum inclination level of 16%. Constant tension: Self adjusting 
belt tensioning system.
    Wrap-around, easy-grip padded handrail for added safety.
    Digital Frequency Regulator, continuously adjusts speed to enhance safety and comfort.

    Band with tough, flexible, slip resistant, absorbent PVC surface. This surface is highly resistant to 
abrasion, mechanical strength and shock proof and it is also recyclable.
    Absorb system with 10 support points. ProTronic Technology for maximum back and joint protection

    Towel handlebar support for a comfty session training.
    Ipod / Iphone connectivity with screen selection controls. The users 
will listen all their favorite music, videos, movies, etc.
   Easy Touchpad Toolbar for quick, instant access built into the front 
handrail, this includes pulse rate contact sensors, one-fi nger speed 
and tilt buttons and emergency stop.

    Programs: Goals (distance, time, calories), 4 physical Test, 3 HRC 
cardiac control programs, 2 run programs (distance), manual, random, 
hill, inclination, speed interval, fat burn, cardio, recovery test.

    HR Monitoring: Contact and integrated Polar wire-
less receiver (Polar Chest transmitter optional).

    OnScreen Information: Speed, distance, time, 
calories, HRC, workout profile, incline and level of
exercise.
    Double bottle support for a ultimate hydration 
during the training.

Running area (LxW)  56X161cm
Motor  6.0 HP AC  
Tilt 0-16%
Speed 0.8-26km/h
Maximum user weight 220kg/485lbs
Weight 200kg/441lbs

Detailed technical especi�cations:
Dimensions: 233cm/92ft X 94.5cm/37ft X 140cm/55ft



G799: Treadmill SK7990 

   LED Monitor: DOT MATRIX screen with top LED window that graphically displays the progress of 
the exercise. The bottom alphanumeric display gives the user instructions before and during the 
exercise.The 4 LED windows at the very bottom simultaneously show information for Speed, 
Time/Distance, Calories/Tilt and Pulse rate.


